
Willow Vale Database Version 3.00

What's New ?

General Items
Problems with price and quantity fields not being visible in some colour schemes have been 
resolved. 
It is now possible to print the visible area of a diagram or exploded view to a printer but not the 
whole diagram.
The number of order lines printed on a page was set to 40. This may cause 1 sheet of paper to 
be ejected with "continued " printed on it. The number of lines has been reduced to 37 and may 
be further tuned by altering the value of  the "printerlines=" setting in the wvedb.ini file. 
Context sensitive help is and always was available for any form / function by pressing F1. 

The Order Book and Order Form
The original order book and separate order form have been replaced by an integrated order book 
and form. 

Orders are listed by their order number and date, the required order being selected from the list. 
The details of lines on the order are then displayed. Any order may be added to at any time with 
automatic saving when swapping between orders. Duplicate order numbers are not permissible.

Order lines may be amended as required still but deleted lines are marked "DELETED" instead of
being removed from the list. Deleted lines are ignored when the order is processed.

As a result the Main File menu no longer has any Order Load / Save options.

Old order files, saved using an *.ord extension, may be placed in the new order book 
using the :- 

Order Convertor Utility
This utility retrieves old format order text files and creates orderbook records in the new format. 
Any duplicate order numbers are renamed as required. The old files may be deleted as required.

The Tool Bar
Buttons have been added to the toolbar for :-
Category Index
Keyword Search
Order Convertor Utility
Buttons removed as no longer required :-
Order Form
Save Order
Merge Order

Tool Help
A new tool help routine has been added where prompt text appears next to controls and buttons, 
indicating function and use.
The Coplink Enquiry Form
The news button and associated text field have been deleted and replaced with a sizeable text 
viewer. When the news is downloaded, it is placed in the text viewer.
Text Viewer
Since this may now contain downloaded files, save and load menu options have been added. 
Downloaded information may be saved to disk and re-loaded as required.
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What's New (continued)

Coplink Modem Setup
It is now possible to adjust the timeout value for data transfer. The original value of 15 seconds 
was, in some instances too short.

Originally placing a comma in the phone number field would truncate everything after the comma 
when the program was re-started. This has been fixed, allowing 9, prefixes to the phone number 
where required.

Addition of a modem name box with defined setup strings.

Addition of a redial if busy checkbox.

Coplink Postbox
It is now possible to view the contents of sent or unsent mail using the view button.

Download Upgrade Request Option
This option was added early in the life of Version 2.2 to allow program upgrades an bug fixes via 
the telephone line. This facility may be available during the life of version 3 where updates are 
made to the program.

Price/Availability Option

Now returns a price check as well as availability.


